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ABSTRACT

We demonstrate that there are regions of parameter space in
the next-to-minimal (i.e. two-Higgs-doublet, one-Higgs-singlet
superfield) supersymmetric extension of the SM for which none
of the Higgs bosons are observable either at LEP2 with

√
s =

192GeV and an integrated luminosity ofL = 1000 pb−1 or at
the LHC withL = 600 fb−1.

I. Introduction

It has been demonstrated that detection of at least one of the
Higgs bosons of the minimal supersymmetric standard model
(MSSM) is possible either at LEP2 or at the LHC throughout
all of the standard(mA0 , tanβ) parameter space (for a recent
review, see Ref. [1]). Here, we reconsider this issue in the
context of the next-to-minimal supersymmetric standard model
(NMSSM) [2] in which there is one Higgs singlet superfield
in addition to the two Higgs doublet superfields of the MSSM.
(The NMSSM Higgs sector is taken to be CP-conserving.) We
will demonstrate that there are regions of parameter space for
which none of the NMSSM Higgs bosons can be detected at
either LEP2 or the LHC. This result should be contrasted with
the NLC no-lose theorem [3], according to which at least one
of the CP-even Higgs bosons1 of the NMSSM will be observ-
able in theZ⋆ → Zh production mode. However, we do find
that the parameter regions for which Higgs boson observability
is not possible at LEP2 or the LHC represent a small percentage
of the total possible parameter space.

Many detection modes are involved in establishing the LHC

∗To appear in “Proceedings of the 1996 DPF/DPB Summer Study onNew
Directions for High Energy Physics”. Work supported in partby the Department
of Energy and in part by the Davis Institute for High Energy Physics.

1We use the generic notationh (a) for a CP-even (CP-odd) Higgs boson.

no-lose theorem for the MSSM. A more than adequate set is: 1)
Z⋆ → Zh at LEP2; 2)Z⋆ → ha at LEP2; 3)gg → h → γγ
at LHC; 4) gg → h → ZZ⋆ or ZZ → 4ℓ at LHC; 5)
t → H+b at LHC; 6) gg → bbh, bba → bbτ+τ− at LHC;
7) gg → h, a → τ+τ− at LHC. Additional LHC modes that
have been considered include: a)a → Zh; b) h → aa; c)
hj → hihi; d) a, h → tt. Because of the more complicated
Higgs self interactions, b) and c) cannot be reliably computed in
the NMSSM without additional assumptions. The Higgs mass
values for which mode a) is kinematically allowed can be quite
different than those relevant to the MSSM and thus there are
uncertainties in translating ATLAS and CMS results for the
MSSM into the present more general context. Finally, mode
d) is currently of very uncertain status and might turn out to
be either more effective or less effective than current estimates.
Thus, to be conservative, we excluded from our considerations
any choice of NMSSM parameters for which the modes a)-d)
might be relevant. Even over this restricted region of parame-
ter space, we shall demonstrate that NMSSM parameter choices
can be found such that there are no observable Higgs signatures
at either LEP2 or the LHC.

II. Parameters and Scanning Procedure

In order to specify a point in NMSSM parameter space, we
have adopted the following procedure.

• Employ a basis in which only the first neutral Higgs field
has a vev: 〈φ1〉 = v = 246GeV. In this basis, the
(11, 12, 21, 22) elements of the Higgs mass-squared ma-
trix (denotedM2 below) take the simple form

(

m2
Z +m2

Zλs
2
2β + δ11 m2

Zλs2βc2β + δ12
m2

Zλs2βc2β + δ12 m2
PP −m2

Zλs
2
2β + δ22

)

(1)
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whereλ appears in the superpotential in the termW ∋
λĤ1Ĥ2N̂ , m2

Zλ ≡ 1
2λ

2v2 − m2
Z , and δ11,12,22 are the

radiative corrections2 (which are independent ofλ and
mPP , but depend ontanβ and mt — we takemt =
175GeV). We note that there are enough parameters in the
NMSSM model superpotential and soft-supersymmetry-
breaking terms that theM2

13,23,33 entries can have arbi-
trary values. (Specific Planck scale boundary conditions
could restrict these latterM2 entries and thereby impose
restrictions on the allowed parameter space beyond those
described below; such boundary conditions will not be im-
posed here.)

• Pick a value fortanβ and a value formh1
≤ mmax

h1
, where

mmax
h1

= M11(λ = λmax). The crucial ingredient in lim-
iting the scan is the upper limit ofλmax = 0.7 [5] obtained
by requiring thatλ remain perturbative during evolution
from scalemZ to the Planck scale.

• Pick values for the angles−π/2 ≤ α1 ≤ +π/2, 0 ≤ α2 ≤
2π, and0 ≤ α3 ≤ π/2 that appear in the matrixV which
diagonalizes the CP-even Higgs mass-squared matrix via
V †M2V = diag(m2

h1
,m2

h2
,m2

h3
):

V =





c1 −s1c3 −s1s3
s1c2 c1c2c3 − s2s3 c1c2s3 + s2c3
s1s2 c1s2c3 + c2s3 c1s2s3 − c2c3



 (2)

wherec1 = cosα1, and so forth. It is useful to note that

m2
h2

≤ [mmax
h1

]2 − V 2
11m

2
h1

1− V 2
11

(3)

m2
h3

≤ [mmax
h1

]2 − V 2
11m

2
h1

− V 2
12m

2
h2

1− V 2
11 − V 2

12

. (4)

• Pick a valueλmin ≤ λ ≤ λmax, and compute

m2
h2

=
V13M

2
12−V23M

2
11−m2

h1
V11(V21V13−V23V11)

V12(V22V13−V23V12)
,

m2
h3

=
V12M

2
12−V22M

2
11−m2

h1
V11(V21V12−V22V11)

V13(V23V12−V22V13)
,

m2
PP =

∑

i=1,2,3 V
2
2im

2
hi

+m2
Zλs

2
2β − δ22 ,

m2
H+ = m2

PP −m2
Zλ .

The lower limit onλ is given by

λ2
minv

2 = 2

[

m2
h1

− δ11 −m2
Z

s2β
+m2

Z

]

, (5)

which is obtained by noting thatm2
h1

≤ M2
11. If λ2

min < 0
then useλmin = 0. It is consistent to consider only those
αi, λ values such thatm2

h3
≥ m2

h2
≥ m2

h1
. Further restric-

tions are imposed on them2
hi

as follows. First, we require
thatmh3

≤ 2mh1
, in which case the decaysh2 → h1h1,

h3 → h1h1 andh3 → h2h2 are all kinematically disal-
lowed. (If kinematically allowed, such decays are model

2These have been computed following the procedures of Ref. [4].

dependent and could be dominant; their experimental ac-
cessibility would have to be evaluated.) Second, we require
thatmh3

≤ 2mt so that the decaysh1,2,3 → tt are forbid-
den.

• The CP-odd mass-squared matrix takes the form

N 2 =

(

m2
PP ·
· ·

)

, (6)

where the unspecified entries may take on any value given
the parameter freedom of the model. For simplicity, we as-
sume that only one CP-odd scalar, thea (which must have
m2

a ≤ m2
PP ), is possibly light and that the other is heavy

and, therefore, unobservable. In principle, we could scan
0 ≤ ma ≤ mPP . However, we impose three additional re-
strictions onma as follows. In order to avoid the presence
of the model-dependent, possibly dominanth1,2,3 → aa
decays, we restrict the scan toma ≥ mh3

/2. In particular,
this implies that noma scan is possible ifmPP ≤ mh3

/2.
We also impose the restrictions:ma ≤ 2mt, so thata → tt
decays are forbidden; andma ≤ mZ+mh1

, which implies
that the model-dependent decaysa → Zh1,2,3 are absent.

We emphasize that there may be parameter choices, for which
no Higgs bosons of the NMSSM are observable, that lie outside
the restricted portion of parameter space that we search. Our
goal here is not to fully delineate all problematical parameter
choices, but rather to demonstrate the existence of parameters
for which it is guaranteed that no NMSSM Higgs boson can
be found without increased LEP2 energy and/or luminosity, or
increased LHC luminosity or LHC detector improvements.

III. Detection Modes

In order to assess the observability of modes 1)-7) we need
the couplings of theh1,2,3 anda. Those required are:

ZZhi,WWhi : [
gmZ

cW
, gmW ]V1i (7)

Zhia :
g

2cW
V2i (8)

tthi :
gmt

2mW

(V1i + V2i cotβ) (9)

bbhi :
gmb

2mW

(V1i − V2i tanβ) (10)

tta, bba :
gmt

2mW

cotβ,
gmb

2mW

tanβ (11)

As already noted, we do not search parameter regions in
which the very model-dependent Higgs self-couplings wouldbe
needed.

Within the domain of parameter space that we search, we
evaluate the potential of modes 1)-7) as follows. For the LEP2
modes 1) and 2), we require 30 and 50 events, respectively, for
L = 1000 pb−1, before any cuts, branching ratios, or efficiency
factors. For the LHC modes 3)-7), we require5σ statistical sig-
nificance forL = 600 fb−1. The individual mode treatments
are as follows.
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• For thehi → γγ andhi → ZZ⋆, ZZ → 4ℓ modes, 3)
and 4), we compute the number of events as compared to
predictions for the SM Higgs boson, and then compute the
resulting statistical significance assuming scaling propor-
tional to the signal event rate. The most optimistic SM
Higgs statistical significances for theγγ and4ℓ channels
as a function of Higgs mass are those from CMS [6], Fig. 4
(γγ) and Fig. 8 (ZZ⋆), and Tables 35 and 36 (ZZ ) of
Ref. [7]. We increase theseL = 100 fb−1 statistical sig-
nificances by a factor of

√
6 for L = 600 fb−1 and then

apply the NMSSM corrections.

• For thet → H+b detection mode 5) we employ theL =
600 fb−1 contours, Fig. 76, of Ref. [8]. We note that when
t → H+b is kinematically allowed, theH+ → W+h1,2,3

decays are forbidden for themh1
values we consider here.

Thus, theH+ decays are exactly as in the MSSM and the
MSSM results can be employed ‘as is’ when the5σ con-
tour is specified as a function ofmH+ andtanβ.

• For the bbh and bba final states we refer to theL =
100 fb−1 statistical significances quoted for the MSSM
modelbbA0 process attanβ = 10 in Table 34 of Ref. [8]
and the inputB(A0 → τ+τ−) from Fig. 22 (tanβ = 10
results) of Ref. [8]. From these results we compute a
standard statistical significance fortanβ = 1, B(a →
τ+τ−) = 1, andL = 600 fb−1. Statistical significances in
the NMSSM model are obtained for thehi anda by multi-
plying these standard statistical significances by the appro-
priate(bbhi)

2 enhancement factor or by(bba)2 = tan2 β
and by the computedτ+τ− branching ratio of the Higgs
boson in question. Recall that we do not search parame-
ter regions for which theτ+τ− branching ratios would be
uncertain due to Higgs pair decay channels being kinemat-
ically allowed.

• Finally, we assume that mode 7) is only relevant for the
a (as in the MSSM). However, we cannot directly use the
discovery region shown forL = 300 fb−1 in Fig. 53 of
Ref. [8] sinceA0 → Zh0 decays deplete theτ+τ− branch-
ing ratio formA0 >∼ 190GeV. Thus, we use an optimistic
limit for this mode’sL = 600 fb−1 region of viability;
≥ 5σ is assumed to be achieved in this mode fortanβ ≤ 4
if 100 ≤ ma ≤ 350GeV.

If none of the Higgs bosonsh1,2,3, a or H± are observable as
defined above we declare a parameter point in our search to be
a “point of unobservability” or a “bad point”.

IV. Results

We now summarize our results. We find that iftanβ <∼ 1.5
then all parameter points that are included in our search areob-
servable formh1

values up to the maximum allowed (mmax
h1

∼
137GeV for λmax = 0.7, after including radiative corrections).
For such lowtanβ, the LHC γγ and4ℓ modes allow detec-
tion if LEP2 does not. For hightanβ >∼ 10, the parame-
ter regions where points of unobservability are found are also
of very limited extent, disappearing as thebbh1,2,3 and/orbba

LHC modes allow detection where LEP2 does not. However,
significant portions of searched parameter space contain points
of unobservability for moderatetanβ values. That suchtanβ
values should be the most ‘dangerous’ can be anticipated from
the MSSM results. It is well-known (see, for example, Ref. [1])
that there is a wedge of MSSM parameter space at moderate
tanβ and withH0 andA0 masses above about200GeV for
which the only observable MSSM Higgs boson is the light SM-
like h0, and that it can only be seen in theγγ mode at the LHC
(mh0 +mZ,mh0 +mA0 >

√
s at LEP2). By choosingmh1

and
ma in the NMSSM so thatmh1

+mZ andmh1
+ma are close

to or above the
√
s of LEP2, then, by analogy, at moderatetanβ

we would need to rely on theh1,2,3 → γγ modes. However, in
the NMSSM, parameter choices are possible for which all the
WWh1,2,3 couplings are reduced relative to SM strength. This
reduction will suppress theγγ couplings coming from theW -
boson loop. All thehi → γγ widths can be sufficiently smaller
than the somewhat enhancedbb widths so that theγγ branching
ratios areall no longer of useful size.

Figure 1: Fortanβ = 5 andmh1
= 105GeV, we display in

three dimensional(α1, α2, α3) parameter space the parameter
regions searched (which lie within the surfaces shown), andthe
regions therein for which the remaining model parameters can
be chosen so that no Higgs boson is observable (interior to the
surfaces shown).

To illustrate, we shall discuss results fortanβ = 3, tanβ = 5
andtanβ = 10 (for which mmax

h1
∼ 124GeV, 118GeV and

114GeV, respectively) andmh1
= 105GeV.

• In Fig. 1, we display fortanβ = 5 both the portions of
(α1, α2, α3) parameter space that satisfy our search re-
strictions, and the regions (termed “regions of unobserv-
ability”) within the searched parameter space such that, for
some choice of the remaining parameters (λ andma), no
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Higgs boson will be detected using any of the techniques
discussed earlier.3 Relatively large regions of unobserv-
ability within the searched parameter space are present.

• At tanβ = 3, a similar picture emerges. The search region
that satisfies our criteria is nearly the same; the regions of
unobservability lie mostly within those found fortanβ =
5, and are about 50% smaller.

• For tanβ = 10, the regions of unobservability comprise
only a very small portion of those found fortanβ = 5.
This reduction is due to the increasedbb couplings of
thehi anda, which imply increasedbbhi, bba production
cross sections. As these cross sections become large, de-
tection of at least one of thehi, a in the bbτ+τ− final
state becomes increasingly difficult to avoid. For values of
tanβ >∼ 10, 4 we find that one or more of thehi, a should
be observable regardless of location in(α1, α2, α3, λ,ma)
parameter space (within the somewhat restricted search re-
gion that we explore).

Another perspective on the parameter space and the loca-
tion of points of unobservability is provided in Fig. 2. There,
we display fortanβ = 5 andmh1

= 105GeV the regions
searched in the(V 2

11,mh2
), (V 2

11, V
2
12) and(mh3

,mh2
) parame-

ter spaces, and the portion thereof in which the remaining model
parameters can be chosen such that no Higgs boson is observ-
able. The(V 2

11,mh2
) plot shows that Higgs boson unobserv-

ability is possible for any value ofV 2
11 and for all values of

mh2
up to the bound of Eq. (3), so long asV 2

11
<∼ 0.5. For

V 2
11

>∼ 0.5, the region ofmh2
for which Higgs boson unob-

servability is possible does not include the highestmh2
values.

The(V 2
11, V

2
12) plot shows that unobservability is possible only

if V 2
11 + V 2

12
>∼ 0.7, i.e. theZZh3 coupling is reduced relative

to SM strength byV 2
13

<∼ 0.3, implying thath3 is difficult to
detect in theZZ → 4ℓ mode. The(mh2

,mh3
) plot shows that

unobservability is possible for almost allmh3
values so long as

mh2
<∼ 2mZ . For mh2

<∼ 2mZ, theh2 must be detected in
the relatively weakh2 → ZZ⋆ or γγ modes; both are typically
somewhat suppressed at moderate (or large)tanβ by a ggh2

coupling that is smaller than SM-strength and by an enhancedbb
decay width that diminishes theZZ⋆, γγ branching fractions.
Throughout the regions displayed in Fig. 2 where choices for
the remaining model parameters can make observation of any
of the Higgs bosons impossible, there are other choices for the
remaining parameters such that at least one Higgs bosonis ob-
servable.

The massmh1
= 105GeV is typical of the ‘intermedi-

ate’ values that yield the largest regions of unobservability. If
mh1

<∼ 85GeV, then discovery of one of thehi at LEP2 is
almost certain. Asmh1

→ mmax
h1

, then discovery of at least
one Higgs boson at the LHC becomes possible over most of
parameter space, as we now describe. Asmh1

→ mmax
h1

,

3For a givenα1,2,3 value such that there is a choice ofλ andma for which
no Higgs boson is observable, there are generally other choices ofλ andma for
which at least one Higgs bosonis observable.

4The precise value of the critical lower bound ontan β depends sensitively
onmh1

.

Figure 2: Fortanβ = 5 andmh1
= 105GeV, we display the

regions of the(V 2
11,mh2

), (V 2
11, V

2
12) and(mh3

,mh2
) parame-

ter spaces that were searched and the regions therein (labeled
“bad points found”) for which there issome choice for the re-
maining NMSSM parameters such that no Higgs boson is ob-
servable.

V 2
13 → 0. 5 SinceV13 = −s1s3, this means eitherα1 ∼ 0

or α3 ∼ 0. However, only ifα3 ∼ 0 can all the Higgs bosons
be unobservable. Ifα3 is not near 0,α1 must be, in which case
V21 ∼ 0 andV11 ∼ 1 and theh1 has completely SM-like cou-

5If V13 6= 0, then Eqs. (3) and (4) imply thatmh3
→ mh2

∼ mh1
as

mh1
→ mmax

h1
. In this limit we haveM2

12
=

∑

i=1,2,3
V1iV2im

2

hi
→

m2

h1

∑

i=1,2,3
V1iV2i = 0 by orthogonality ofV . UnlessM2

12
= 0, there is

an inconsistency which can only be avoided by simultaneously takingV 2

13
→ 0.
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plings [see Eqs. (7)-(11)], and formh1
∼ mmax

h1
(∼ 118GeV at

tanβ = 5) h1 will be detectable in theγγ final state. Ifα3 ∼ 0,
then any value ofα1 is possible, but (again)α1 ∼ 0 would
makeh1 SM-like and observable; in addition,α1 ∼ ±π/2 (i.e.
s1 ∼ ±1, c1 ∼ 0) yieldsV22 ∼ 0 and|V12| ∼ 1 implying that
h2 would be SM-like and observable (in theγγ or ZZ⋆, ZZ
modes). Thus, the only ‘dangerous’ region isα3 ∼ 0 and
α1 6= 0,±π/2, for which, Eq. (3) impliesmh2

∼ mh1
so that

bothh2 andh1 would have to be found in theγγ mode.6 If the
value ofα2 is such that neithers2 norc2 is small, then bothV21

andV22 can be substantial, and theγγ mode can be suppressed
for bothh = h1 andh = h2 by a combination oftth coupling
suppression (to diminishgg → h production) andbbh coupling
enhancement (as natural for moderate or largetanβ). The lat-
ter enhances thebb partial width and diminishes theh → γγ
branching ratio. The moderatetanβ ∼ 5 value makes it pos-
sible to have the requiredbbh coupling enhancement without it
being so large as to make theh → τ+τ− mode observable in
bbh production.

It is useful to present details on what goes wrong at a typical
point of unobservability. Fortanβ = 5 andmh1

= 105GeV,
no Higgs boson can be observed forma = 103GeV if α1 =
−0.479, α2 = 0.911, α3 = 0.165, andλ = 0.294 (for which
mh2

= 124GeV, mh3
= 206GeV, mH+ = 201GeV, and

mPP = 186GeV). The correspondingV matrix entries are:

V =





0.887 0.455 0.0757
−0.283 0.407 0.869
−0.364 0.792 −0.490



 . (12)

From theVij , and the value oftanβ, we compute (relative to
the SM values)

(V V h1)
2 = 0.79 (V V h2)

2 = 0.21 (V V h3)
2 = 0.006

(bbh1)
2 = 5.3 (bbh2)

2 = 2.5 (bbh3)
2 = 18

(tth1)
2 = 0.69 (tth2)

2 = 0.29 (tth3)
2 = 0.062

whereV = W or Z. Note thath3 has very small couplings to
V V .

The manner in which this point escapes discovery is now ap-
parent. First, the minimum values required for the(bbhi)

2 val-
ues forhi observability in theτ+τ− mode are: 53 (i = 1);
32 (i = 2); 35 (i = 3). The actual values all lie below those
required. Observation of thea at ma = 103GeV (without
adding in the much smaller overlappingh1 signal) would re-
quire tanβ = 8. Regarding the other discovery modes,h1

andh2 are both in the mass range for which theγγ mode is
potentially viable and theh3 is potentially detectable in the
ZZ → 4ℓ channel. However, the suppressedtth1,2,3 couplings
imply smallishgg production rates forh1,2,3. Relative to a SM
Higgs of the same mass we have:

(gghi)
2

(gghSM )2
= 0.58 (i = 1); 0.43 (i = 2); 0.15 (i = 3) .

(13)

6Note that in theγγ channel, the resolution is such that extreme degeneracy,
∆mh <∼ 1GeV, is required before we must combine signals.

(Note that these strengths are not simply the(tthi)
2 magnitudes

due to enhancedb-quark loop contributions which interfere with
the t-quark loop contributions at amplitude level.) Further, the
enhanced Higgs decay rate tobb̄ and the reducedW -loop con-
tributions to theγγ coupling suppress theγγ branching ratios
of h1 andh2 relative to SM expectations. We find:

B(hi → γγ)

B(hSM → γγ)
= 0.18 (i = 1) ; 0.097 (i = 2) ; (14)

i.e. suppression sufficient to makeh1 andh2 invisible in the
γγ mode. The suppressedZZh3 coupling and the enhanced
h3 → bb̄ decays are sufficient to suppressB(h3 → ZZ) much
below SM expectations:

B(h3 → ZZ)

B(hSM → ZZ)
= 0.11 , (15)

i.e. such that the4ℓ signal has a significance of only1.5σ, even
though a SM Higgs of this mass would yield a∼ 37σ signal.

In short, there is enough flexibility due to the addition of the
singlet Higgs field (which has no couplings to SM fermions and
vector bosons!) forall the Higgs bosons to escape detection for
certain choices of model parameters, providedtanβ is moder-
ate in size. Moderatetanβ implies thath → γγ decays for
light Higgs are suppressed, while at the same timebbh produc-
tion is not adequately enhanced for detection of theh → τ+τ−

mode.

V. Discussion and Conclusions

The regions of NMSSM parameter space where no Higgs bo-
son can be detected will expand if fullL = 600 fb−1 (L =
1000 pb−1) luminosity is not available at the LHC (LEP2) or
efficiencies are smaller than anticipated. Conversely, these “re-
gions of unobservability” could decrease substantially (perhaps
disappear) with improved efficiency (e.g. due to the expanded
calorimeter option discussed in Ref. [8]) in theττ final state or
higher luminosity. These issues will be pursued elsewhere.

We have explicitly neglected supersymmetric (SUSY) decay
modes of the Higgs bosons in our treatment. If these decays
are important, the regions of unobservability found without us-
ing the SUSY final states will increase in size. However, Higgs
masses in the regions of unobservability are typically modest in
size (100 − 200GeV), and as SUSY mass limits increase with
LEP2 running this additional concern will become less rele-
vant. Of course, if SUSY decays are significant, detection ofthe
Higgs bosons in the SUSY modes might be possible, in which
case the regions of unobservability might decrease in size.As-
sessment of this issue is dependent upon a specific model for
soft SUSY breaking and will not be pursued here.

Finally, although we cannot establish a no-lose theorem for
the NMSSM Higgs bosons at LEP2 and the LHC (in contrast
to the no-lose theorems applicable to the NLC Higgs search
with

√
s >∼ 300GeV), the regions of complete Higgs boson

unobservability appear to constitute a small fraction of the total
model parameter space. It would be interesting to see whether
or not these regions of unobservability correspond to unnatural
choices for the Planck scale supersymmetry-breaking parame-
ters.
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